1 Notation, conjectures, and motivation
We shall investigate numbers and sizes of pattern-free hypergraphs. A hypergraph H is a nite multiset of nite nonempty subsets of N = f1; 2; : : :g. More explicitly, H = (H i : i 2 I) where the edges H i ; ; 6 = H i N; and the index set I are nite. If H i = H j , we say that the edges H i and H j are parallel. Simple hypergraphs have no parallel edges with i 6 = j. The union of all edges is denoted S H. The elements of S H N are called vertices. Two isomorphic hypergraphs H 1 and H 2 are considered as identical only if they are isomorphic via an increasing mapping F : S H 1 ! S H 2 , otherwise they are distinct. We write j j for the cardinality of a set. The order of H is the number of vertices v(H) = j S Hj, the size is the number of edges e(H) = jIj, and the weight is the number of incidences between vertices and edges i(H) = P i2I jH i j. We write a; b] for the interval a x b; x 2 N, and k] for 1; k]. If X; Y N and x < y for all x 2 X; y 2 Y , we write X < Y . The important feature of our hypergraphs is that their vertex sets are linearly ordered.
To simplify H means to keep just one edge from each family of mutually parallel edges of H. A with empty edges deleted.
We deal also with classes of particular hypergraphs. Permutations are simple H for which (i) jXj = 2, (ii) X \ Y = ;, and (iii) X 6 < Y holds for all X; Y 2 H, X 6 = Y .
Matchings are simple hypergraphs satisfying (i) and (ii). Graphs are (not necessarily simple) hypergraphs satisfying (i). Partitions are simple hypergraphs satisfying (ii).
A pattern is any k-permutation p = a 1 a 2 : : : a k of k]. We associate with it the hypergraph H p = (fi; k + a i g : i = 1; : : : ; k). H contains p if H has a reduction identical to H p . Otherwise we say that H is p-free. H is a maximal simple p-free hypergraph if H ceases to be simple or p-free when any X S H is added to the edges.
We propose to investigate the numbers, sizes, and weights of p-free hypergraphs of a given order. We believe that the following six conjectures are true. The constants c i depend only on the pattern p.
C1. The number of simple p-free H with v(H) = n is < c n 1 .
C2. The number of maximal simple p-free H with v(H) = n is < c n 2 .
C3. For every simple p-free H with v(H) = n we have e(H) < c 3 n. C4. For every simple p-free H with v(H) = n we have i(H) < c 4 n. C5. The number of simple p-free H with i(H) = n is < c n 5 .
C6. The number of p-free H with i(H) = n is < c n 6 .
One can consider the more general situation when the forbidden reduction R is any hypergraph, not just H p . But if R has an edge with more than two vertices or two intersecting edges or two two-element edges X < Y , then the conjecture C1 does not hold | no permutation has R as a reduction and we have at least n! simple R-free Hs of order 2n. Therefore C1 can possibly hold only if R has only disjoint singleton and doubleton edges and the doubletons form an H p .
Our enumerative and extremal hypergraph problems are motivated by the problem of forbidden permutations (introduced by Simion and Schmidt 22] ) and the Stanley{ Wilf conjecture (posed in 1992) which we extend to hypergraphs. The problem asks, for a k-permutation p = a 1 a 2 : : : a k , to nd the numbers S n (p) of n-permutations q = b 1 b 2 : : : b n that avoid p. Here avoidance of p means that for no k-element subsequence 1 i 1 < < i k n of 1; : : : ; n we have, for every r and s, a r < a s i b ir < b is . The conjecture says that S n (p) < c n for each p. Strong partial results of B ona 2] and Alon and Friedgut 1] (see also Klazar 12] ) support it. Connection to hypergraphs is this: S n (p) is in fact the number of size n = order 2n = weight 2n permutations not containing p. Thus each of the conjectures C1, C5, and C6 generalizes the Stanley{Wilf conjecture by embedding permutations in the class of hypergraphs.
How far can one extend the world of permutations so that there is still a chance for an exponential upper bound on the number of permutation-free objects? In Klazar 11] we considered partitions, that is H with disjoint edges. C1, C5, and C6 generalize a conjecture stated there. Although partitions will be mentioned here only brie y, we continue in the investigations of 11] and thus the title.
The paper consists of the extremal part in Sections 2 and 3 and the enumerative part in Sections 4 and 5. Section 6 contains some remarks and comments.
In Section 2 we prove in Theorem 2.6 that the conjectures C1{C6 hold in the weaker form when c i is replaced by i (n). The nondecreasing functions i (n) are unbounded but grow very slowly. In Section 3 in Theorem 3.1 we prove the conjectures C1{C6 completely, provided p looks like "A" or p ?1 looks like "V".
Section 4 is concerned with exact enumeration of 12-free hypergraphs. In Theorem 4.1 we count maximal simple 12-free hypergraphs and bound their sizes and weights. 
The conjectures C1{C6 almost hold
We begin with a few straightforward relations. The simple inequalities established in the proof of the following lemma will be useful later.
Proof. Let q i (n); i 2 6] be the quantities introduced in C1{C6; for i = 3; 4 we mean the maximum size and weight. It is easy to see that q i (n) is nondecreasing in n. Trivially, q 1 (n) q 2 (n). Taking all subsets of Hnffvg : v 2 S Hg for an H witnessing q 3 (n), we see that q 1 (n) 2 q 3 (n)?n . Also, q 1 (n) q 2 (n)2 q 3 (n) because each simple p-free H with S H = n] is a subset of a maximal such hypergraph. Thus we have (i). The implication (ii) is trivial by q 3 (n) q 4 (n) (e(H) i(H)). So is (iii) by q 5 (n) nq 1 (n) (v(H) i(H)). To prove (iv) realize only that q 1 (n) q 4 (n)q 5 (q 4 (n)).
Clearly, q 5 (n) q 6 (n). And q 6 (n) < 2 n q 5 (n), because each p-free H of weight n can be obtained from a simple p-free hypergraph of weight m; m n by repetitions of edges. The number of repetitions is bounded by the number of compositions of n, which is 2 n?1 . Thus we have (v).
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In Theorems 2.3{2.6 we prove that each of the conjectures C1{C6 is true if the constant c i is replaced by a very slowly growing function i (n). The almost linear bounds in C3 and C4 come from the theory of generalized Davenport{Schinzel sequences. We review the required facts.
A sequence v = a 1 a 2 : : : a l 2 n] is k-sparse if a i = a j ; i < j implies j ? i k. In other words, in each interval of length at most k all terms are distinct. In applications it is often the case that v is not in general k-sparse but we know that it is composed of m intervals v = I 1 I 2 : : : I m such that in each I i all terms are distinct. Clearly, then we can delete at most (k ? 1)(m ? 1) terms from v, at most k ? 1 from the beginning of each of I 2 ; : : : ; I m , so that the resulting subsequence w is k-sparse. In Klazar 9] it was proved that if v 2 n] is k-sparse and does not contain u(k; l), where k 2 and l 3, then for every n 2 N jvj n 2k2 kl?4 (10k)
(1) where (n) is the inverse of the Ackermann function A(n) known from the recursion theory. (If k = 1 or l 2, one can easily prove that jvj = O(n).)
We remind the reader the de nition of A(n) and (n). If F 1 (n) = 2n, F 2 (n) = 2 n , and F i+1 (n) = F i (F i (: : : F i (1) : : :)) with n iterations of F i , then A(n) = F n (n) and (n) = minfm : A(m) ng. Although (n) ! 1, in practice (n) is bounded:
where the tower has 2 16 = 65536 twos. We use (k; l; n) to denote the factor at n in (1). Thus (k; l; n) = 2k2 kl?4 (10k)
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First we derive from the bound (1) an almost linear bound for sizes of p-free graphs. Let G 4 be the image of F. G 4 is a simple and p-free graph of order at most n. Thus, using in the last inequality the previous lemma, e(H) e(H 1 ) + n < ke(H 2 ) + n < k (n)e(G 4 ) + n k (n) n 2 (k; 2k; n) + n which gives the stated bound.
We extend the bound further to weights. Theorem 2.4 Let p be a k-permutation. Every simple p-free hypergraph H of order n satis es the inequality i(H) < n 2 3 (n) (k; 3k; n 3 (n)) = n 4 (n)
where 3 (n) is de ned in (3) and (k; l; n) in (2 jM(dn=2e)j: Iterating the inequality until we reach jM(1)j = 1, we obtain jM(n)j < 3 2(3 2k +2k) 4 (n) n :
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We summarize what we have achieved.
Theorem 2.6 Let p be a k-permutation, 1 (n), 3 (n), and 4 (n) as de ned in (2){(5), 2 (n) = 1 (n), 5 (n) = 2 1 (n), and 6 (n) = 4 1 (n). The conjectures C1{C6 of Section 1 hold when the constant c i is replaced by the function i (n).
Proof. The results for C1, C3, and C4 are proved in Theorems 2.5, 2.3, and 2.4, respectively. The results for C2, C5, and C6 follow by the inequalities in the proof of Lemma 2.1.
The fact that 1 (n) is roughly triple exponential in (n) does not bother us. The function (n) grows so slowly that each i (n) is still almost constant, e.g., i (n) = O(log log : : : log n) for any xed number of logarithms. The operation interchanges A-patterns and V-patterns. Therefore p is an A-pattern i ((p ) ?1 ) ?1 is a V-pattern. It su ces to prove only the rst part of the theorem. The second part follows by replacing each p-free H with H. So we assume that p is such that p ?1 is a V-pattern; p is an inverse V-pattern for short. That is, p itself can be partitioned into a decreasing and an increasing subsequence so that all terms of the former are smaller than all terms of the latter. We strengthen, for inverse V-patterns, the almost linear bounds of Section 2 to linear bounds. We build on a result for generalized Davenport{Schinzel sequences which concerns the forbidden N-shaped sequence u N (k; l) of length 3kl, u N (k; l) = and thus each inverse V-pattern of length k. Using (6) and the strengthening of Theorem 2.3 for inverse V-patterns, we obtain in Theorem 2.4 an O(n) bound as well.
Finally, if in the proof of Theorem 2.5 the bound i(H 00 ) < m 4 (m) is improved to i(H 00 ) = O(m), 1 (m) turns to a constant. Hence, for inverse V-patterns the conjectures C1, C3, and C4 hold. So do C2, C5, and C6, by Lemma 2.1. This nishes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Noncrossing graphs and hypergraphs
Recall that for H to be 12-free means not to have vertices a < b < c < d and di erent (but possibly parallel) edges X; Y such that a; c 2 X and b; d 2 Y . In consequence, if H i and H j are edges, i 6 = j, then jH i \ H j j 3 and equality is possible only when H i and H j are parallel. Partitions, graphs, and other 12-free structures are usually called noncrossing. Simion 21] gives a nice survey on noncrossing partitions. Before proceeding to hypergraphs and graphs, we review terminology and known results for the other classes.
There is only one 12-free permutation of a given size. The numbers of noncrossing matchings and partitions of order (=weight) n are 1 n=2 + 1 n n=2 ! (for even n, 0 else) and 1 n + 1 2n n ! ;
respectively. These Catalan results are by now classical, see Kreweras 14] n . We show often that the generating function (abbreviated GF) counting numbers in question satis es an algebraic equation. A procedure is known that extracts, if one does not have bad luck, from the equation an exact asymptotics for the coe cients. We content ourselves with determining just the radius of convergence and need only a simpler version of the procedure. We indicate it brie y in the end of the proof of Theorem 4.5. For more information and references on this matter we refer the reader to the interesting discussion in Flajolet and Noy 5] (part 4) and to Odlyzko 16] (section 10.5). It is well known that if F = a 0 + a 1 x + is a power series with the radius of convergence R > 0, then lim sup ja n j 1=n = 1=R. We write ja n j : = (1=R) n and speak of the rough asymptotics.
Schr oder numbers fS n g n 1 = f1; 3; 11; 45; 197; : : :g count, for example, the noncrossing arrangements of diagonals in a convex (n + 2)-gon. Their GF S(x) = P n 0 S n x n = 1 + x + 3x (1 + x ? p 1 ? 6x + x
The rough asymptotics S n : = (3 + 2 p 2) n = (5:82842 : : :) n is determined by the smallest positive root of x 2 ? 6x + 1. By a tree T we mean a rooted plane tree, that is, a nite rooted tree in which sets of siblings are linearly ordered. A leaf is a vertex with no child. The number of children of a vertex is its outdegree. We establish a 1-1 correspondence between maximal noncrossing hypergraphs and trees. Hence, jMj is the same as the number of trees of the described type. It is well known Theorem 4.2 If a n is the number of simple 12-free graphs with n edges and F 1 (x) = P n 0 a n x n = 1 + x + 5x 
In fact, b n = 2 n?1 S n . The rough asymptotics is a n : = ( Quadratic formula gives us formula (8) .
All noncrossing graphs arise from simple noncrossing graphs by repetitions of edges. Thus F 2 (x) = F 1 (x= (1?x) ). Substituting x=(1?x) for x in the last equation, we obtain 8xF Quadratic formula gives us formula (9) . Comparing formulas (9) and (7) ). We refer the reader to 5] for a more general and elegant treatment and to Rogers 18] for related results. For n 3 the number g n of noncrossing simple graphs with n (possibly isolated) vertices is given by g n = 2 n S n?2 5]. We have just proved that b n , the number of noncrossing (possibly not simple) graphs with n edges, is given by b n = 2 n?1 S n . Hence, for n 3, g n = 8b n?2 :
Pavel Podbrdsk y 17], an undergraduate student of Charles University, has recently found a bijective explanation of this identity.
Only little changes if we enumerate noncrossing graphs by order. We stress that in our approach vertices are never isolated. 
The rough asymptotics of v n is the same as that of a n in the previous theorem. For n > 2 we have the companion identity v n + 3v n?1 + 3v n?2 + v n?3 = 8a n?2 .
Proof. F 2 and F 1 are related, as we know, by F 2 (x) = F 1 (x=(1 ? x)). We know also that G(x) = P n 0 g n x n = 1 + x + 2x We return to 12-free hypergraphs and give yet another proof of the conjecture C6. It supplies for c 6 a value smaller than 10. Theorem 4.4 Let a n be the number of 12-free hypergraphs of weight n. Then, for n > n 0 , a n < 10 n :
Proof. If Let F = P n 0 a n x n = 1 + x+ be the GF counting 12-free hypergraphs by weight.
Bounding the number of non/identi cations of the endvertices of the H i s by 4 if H i 6 = ;
and by 1 else, and disregarding that for t > 3 the edge X is unique, we obtain the inequality F Induction on exponents shows that F G. Thus, for " > 0 and n > n 0 ("), a n < (1= + ") n = (9:68460 : : : + ") n : 2
We invest more e ort and count the noncrossing hypergraphs exactly. The calculations below were performed by means of the computer algebra system MAPLE. Theorem 4.5 Let a n be the number of 12-free hypergraphs of weight n. F(x) = P n 0 a n x n = 1 + x + 3x Proof. Let b n , respectively c n , be the numbers of 12-free hypergraphs H of weight n such that the 2-set fmin S H; max S Hg, respectively the singleton fmin S Hg, is not an edge of H. Let G(x) = P n 0 b n x n = 1+x+2x 2 + and H(x) = P n 0 c n x n = 1+x 2 + be the corresponding GFs. We prove that the series F; G, and H satisfy the equations 
Elimination of G and H from the system yields (12).
Suppose S H = m]. We de ne F(H) = fX 2 H : 1 2 X; jXj 2g, J(H) to be the multiset of the edges X 2 F(H) attaining the maximum value of min(Xnf1g), and j(H) = max jXj, X 2 J(H). To prove equation (13), we partition noncrossing hypergraphs into ve classes that correspond to the ve summands on the right hand side.
The rst class consists of H = ; and is counted by 1. In the remaining classes H 6 = ;. In the second class F(H) = ;. Such an H consists of parallel singletons f1g followed by an 12-free hypergraph and the class is counted by (x + x 2 + )F . In the remaining classes F(H) 6 = ;. In the third class j(H) = 2. For such an H all edges in J(H) are parallel to f1; m 0 g, 1 This concludes the proof of (13).
We prove equation (14) . Consider an 12-free H having at least one edge f1; mg, m > 1; recall that m is the last vertex of H. On ), multiplying both factors we get (14) .
To prove equation (15), consider 12-free hypergraphs H with at least one edge f1g. They are counted by F ? H. On the other hand, H arises either by appending an 12-free hypergraph to a repeated singleton or by adding parallel edges f1g to a nonempty 12-free hypergraph that has 1 as its rst vertex but f1g is not an edge. Summing the corresponding counting series xF=(1?x) and x(H ?1)=(1?x), we obtain equation (15) .
It remains to determine the radius of convergence R > 0 of F(x). Let A(x; F) be the bivariate integral polynomial given in equation (12) . By Pringsheim theorem, R is a dominant singularity of F(x). So either R is a root of P 4 (x) (which is not) or, by the implicit function theorem, there is an S such that the pair x = R; F = S is a solution of the system A(x; F) = 0 & @A(x; F) @F = 0: Eliminating F, we nd that all x-solutions are roots of (x+1) Since this polynomial has a single positive real root = 0:16482 : : : (of the third factor), we have R = and a n : = (1=R) n = (6:06688 : : :) n . 2 Theorem 4.6 Let a n be the number of simple 12-free hypergraphs of weight n. F(x) = P n 0 a n x n = 1 + x + 2x Eliminating G and H, we obtain equation (16) .
The proof of equations (17){ (19) is a simpli cation of the previous proof, due to nonrepetition of edges, and is left to the reader. The radius of convergence is obtained as before, by solving the system A(x; F) = 0 & A F (x; F) = 0 where A(x; F) is given in (16) .
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The next theorem shows that order is a more appropriate counting parameter. Theorem 4.7 Let a n be the number of simple 12-free hypergraphs of order n. F(x) = P n 0 a n x n = 1 + x + 5x There is only one 21-free permutation of size n. The number of 21-free matchings with n edges is the same as in the noncrossing case, the Catalan number C n . The proof goes via an easy bijection with trees and we leave it to the reader. ("Nonnested matchings" seem to absent in the extensive list of Catalan structures in exercise 6.19 of 23]).
Let Anyway, if a n is the number of 21-free (=nonnested=abba-free) partitions of order n and F(x) = P n 1 a n x n = x + 2x We leave to the interested reader to check as an exercise that there exist C 5 = 42
noncrossing but a 5 = 41 nonnested partitions of order 5. The numbers a n , fa n g n 1 = f1; 2; 5; 14; 41; 123; 374; 1147; 3538; : : :g, are closely related to the Motzkin numbers (for them consult exercises 6.37 and 6.38 in 23]). In the case of edges with more than 2 elements the nonnested condition is more restrictive than the noncrossing condition.
In 10] it was also proved that if b n is the number of 21-free partitions of order n in which no block contains two consecutive numbers and F(x) = P n 1 b n x n = x + x 2 + 2x sums. In fact, they gave a bijection between the sets (i) and (ii). Very simple bijection has been recently given by Shapiro 19] . Jan N eme cek 15] , an undergraduate student of Charles University, has recently found a bijection between 21-free partitions and words described in (ii). We turn to 21-free graphs and begin with characterizing the maximal simple ones.
Let G be a maximal simple 21-free graph with S G = n]; n 2. We set I i = fv 2 i + 1; n] : fi; vg 2 Gg, i 2 n?1]. It follows that I i are nonempty intervals, max I i?1 = min I i for every i 2 n ? 1] (we set I 0 = 2]), and jI i j 2 whenever i; i < n ? 1 is the last but one vertex of I 0 I 1 I i?1 . We delete the n ? 1 edges fi; max I i g. The remaining edges form a tree T with S T = n ? 1] (1 is the root and the vertices are ordered as numbers). G can be uniquely recovered from T . Thus, as in the noncrossing case, every maximal simple 21-free graph of order n has n ? 1 + n ? 2 = 2n ? 3 edges and there are C n?2 of them. (It is well known that the number of trees of order n is C n?1 , exercise 6.19.e in 23].) Interestingly, this extends to all graphs: the numbers of 21-free graphs in each of the four problems (counting by order or size, allowing isolated vertices or multiple edges) are the same as those of noncrossing graphs.
Theorem 5.1 The numbers a n of simple 21-free graphs of size n are the same as those of noncrossing graphs in Theorem 4.2 and the GF is given by equation (8) . The numbers v n of simple 21-free graphs of order n are the same as those of noncrossing graphs in Theorem 4.3 and the GF is given by equation (11) .
Proof. We begin with the second problem and nd the GF of the numbers v n . By the last edge E = fa; ng of a simple 21-free graph G; S G = n] we mean the shortest edge incident with the last vertex n. We de ne the span of E as m = 2(n?a+1). Clearly, no i 2 a + 1; n] is the rst vertex of an edge. A new last edge E 0 = fa 0 ; n 0 g < may be added to G by selecting one of the m positions for a 0 (the vertices in a; n], the gaps between them, and the space after n) and one of the two positions for n 0 (n and the space after n). All these 2m ? 3 choices (3 choices a 0 = n 0 = n; a 0 > n 0 = n; and a 0 = a; n 0 = n must be excluded) are available regardless of the structure of G. Consider the bivariate GF This series, substituted for y 2 , makes the left hand side of equation (21) 2 Allowing multiple edges in the rst problem corresponds to the substitution x ! x=(1?
x), as for noncrossing graphs. Thus the GF obtained is the same as in the noncrossing case. Similarly when isolated vertices are allowed in the second problem.
We conclude with enumerating and bounding maximal 21-free hypergraphs.
Theorem 5.2 Let M be the set of maximal simple 21-free hypergraphs of order n and a n = jMj. Then, with F(x) = P n 0 a n x n = 1+x+x Proof. In this proof a big edge is an edge with 3 or more elements. The other edges are 1-edges and 2-edges. We prove the bounds on e(H) and i(H). Suppose H 2 M with S H = n]; n 2. H has at most n 1-edges contributing weight n. By the above characterization of maximal simple 21-free graphs, H has at most 2n ? 3 2-edges contributing weight 4n ? 6. It is easy to see that if we delete from each big edge the rst and last element, the resulting sets are disjoint and lie in 2; n ? 1]. Thus H has at most n ? 2 big edges contributing weight n ? 2 + 2(n ? 2) = 3n ? 6. In total, e(H) n + 2n ? 3 + n ? 2 = 4n ? 5 show that the bounds are tight.
We count M by means of the methodology, due to the French enumerative school, that puts enumerated objects in bijection with words of a formal language. We say that a graph G is an I; J-graph, where I < J are two intervals in N, if G is simple, 21-free, S G = I J, each edge starts in I and ends in J, and G is maximal to these properties.
We de ne the six alphabets A 0 = f( n]; ;) : n 2 N 0 g where 0] = ; A 1 = f( n]; fxg) : n 2 N; x 2 n]g A 2 = f( n]; X) : n 2 N 0 ; X n]g A 3 = f( n]; i; j; G) : 1 i < j n; n 2; G is an i]; j; n]-graphg A 4 = f( n]; i) : 1 < i n; n 2g A 5 = fdg (d is a symbol whose meaning is explained later).
In fact, we will use a more general notation a = ( k; l]; ) for the letters of A 0 ; : : : ; A 4 : a is understood to be identical with ( n]; ) where l ? k + 1 = n and the structure is moved to n]. The length l(a) of a 2 A i is the length l ? k + 1 = n of the underlying interval and l(d) = ?1. The length l(u) of a word u is the sum of lengths of all its letters.
We prove that, for n 2, M is in bijection with the words u generated by the language expression Let H 2 M with S H = n]; n 2. If n = 2, H = (f1g; f2g; f1; 2g) and we set u = a 1 = (;; ;) 2 A 0 . Let n 3 and m 2 3; n] be the last vertex such that 1 and m lie in a common edge. Clearly, m is de ned and the edge X with 1 = min X and m = max X is big; otherwise we could add f1; 2; mg to the edges. We distinguish the cases m = n and m < n. Let gives the rst factor of the second summand of (23) . We distinguish the cases y t 0 = n and y t 0 < n.
For y t 0 = n we nish u = a 1 a 2 a 3 by a 3 = ( y 2 +1; n?1]; fy 3 ; : : : ; y t 0 ?1 g) 2 A 2 (the third factor). If y t 0 < n, there is a big edge Z = fz 1 ; : : : ; z t 00g < such that z 1 Another extension of the problem of forbidden permutations was given by Alon and
Friedgut 1]. They extend the avoidance of permutations to the words in N , apply (6) to prove S n (p) < c n for unimodal p, and prove a general almost exponential bound analogous to Theorem 2.5. Our proof of that theorem is inspired by their argument. The bound they obtain is somewhat better compared to ours, due to a more complicated induction step. Many enumerative results for avoidance in N were found by Burstein 3] . Bound (6) for the forbidden "N" sequence was applied in Section 3 and in 1]. Third application, to a problem in combinatorial geometry, is in Valtr 24] .
We remarked in Section 1 that the conjecture C1 does not hold if the forbidden reduction R is di erent from H p with added singleton edges. But the extremal conjectures then still may hold for some Rs. For example, one sees easily that the conjecture C4 holds if R = (f1g 1 ; f1g 2 ) or R = (f1; 2g; f1; 3g). Theorem 3.3 is a result of this type.
Some extremal problems closely related to ours were investigated before. F uredi 6] proved that if G is a simple graph of order n that does not contain as a subgraph the 4-path (f1; 5g; f2; 4g; f3; 4g; f3; 5g) and has the maximum number of edges, then n log n e(G) n log n:
See also F uredi and Hajnal 7] . Theorem 5.1 calls for a bijective explanation. It would be nice to have counterparts of Theorems 4.4{4.7 for 21-free hypergraphs. These, however, seem considerably more di cult to count than noncrossing hypergraphs. We hope to address these and related questions in future investigations.
